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PRO 9 AQUEOUS METAL PLATE CLEANER 
 
PRO 9 Metal Plate Cleaner is more than an ordinary cleaner! 
 
PRO 9 quickly removes dirt, oxidation, smudges, and light scratches without damaging the plate.  PRO 9 
does not leave a silicate residue (as other products may) that often creates blinding of the plate. This is 
primarily because PRO 9 does NOT contain PUMICE or GLASS WAX. PRO 9 is non abrasive so that it 
will NOT scratch the plate surface or damage screens or half tones.  PRO 9 will remove gum and 
oxidation. 
 
PRO 9 will salvage old, smudged, dirty, under exposed and tired plates.  Careful application of PRO 9 will 
save expense and time of making new plates. 
 
PRO 9 will sharpen the ragged edges, clean the broadened characters, clean the background smudges, and 
remove unwanted paper lint on the plate. 
 
PRO 9 will NOT contaminate your dampening system!  PRO 9 is compatible with the PRO series of 
fountain solutions. 
 
 
TO USE: SHAKE WELL, use directly from bottle. 
PRO 9 should be applied with a clean cloth and wiped on the entire plate, cleaning as you wipe.  The press 
operator simply completes this step, place plate on the press drop the dampener and run.  There is no need 
to wipe the plate clean prior to printing. 
 
PRO 9 will allow the press operator to leave the plate on the press over night without gum.  Simply 
run the ink off the plate, clean the press and clean the plate with PRO 9; leaving a film on the plate.  To 
start up, simply wet the plate from the PRO fountain solution in the fountain pan/tray and begin printing.  
There is no need to wipe the plate before running. 
 
PRO 9 does will not contaminate your system.  All PRO products are compatible and offer trouble free 
printing enabling the press operator to print with confidence.   PRO 9 is cost effective and will save in all 
areas mentioned above. 

 
PRO, the SOLUTION of Choice ! 


